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Abstract We give a classification of all bounded solutions of the equation 
u"" + pu" + F'(u) = O. -oo < t < oo, 
in which F is a general quartic polynomial and p is restricted to various subsets of (-oo, 0]. 
These results are obtained by combining an a priori estimate with geometric arguments in the 
Cu. u")-plane. 
AMS classification scheme numbers: 58F05, 34A26, 34A34, 34A46 
1. Introduction 
Starting with the work of Toland [1] and Hofer and Toland [2], a technique has been developed 
to exploit the special structure of ce1tain Hamiltonian systems with an indefinite kinetic energy 
L3-5). This technique provides a geometrical tool akin to the phase plane analysis that has 
proven so powerful in the case of two-dimensional dynamical systems. Geometrical properties 
of a pseudo-phase space of reduced dimension are used to prove existence, uniqueness and 
many qualitative properties of solutions. The technique and the monotonicity property on 
which it is based are explained briefly in section 4. 
In this paper we combine this technique with an a priori estimate to study the solution set 
of the equation 
u"" + pu" + F'(u) = 0, -oo < t < 00, p ~ 0. (1) 
While the methods used in this paper fall within the pseudo-phase plane setting mentioned 
above, equation (I) has also been studied using several other techniques, such as variational 
methods [6-9), and a topological shooting method [10-14]. The novelty that this paper brings 
to the pseudo-phase plane concept is the extension of the existing uniqueness and non-existence 
results, which typically are proven under certain restrictions on the solutions, to the set of all 
bounded solutions. A particularly interesting application is the change in bifurcation diagram 
that is discussed in section 2. 
In equation (I) we are interested in potentials F that have one or two wells, and for 
simplicity we assume that Fis an exact quartic. This is not essential, and for any double-well 
potential of similar type analogous results should hold. By exploiting the various symmetries 
present in (I) we can reduce the case of a general quartic to 
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without losing generality. Note that one well is at u = 0, that F" (0) = I, and that the second 
well, if it exists (which is the case for 0 < b < ±)has u > 0. When b = ~, equation ( 1) is the 
extended Fisher-Kolmogorov equation with wells of equal depth (at u = 0 and 3). 
For a solution of (I), the Hamiltonian, 
H( ) I Ill l 112 + l 12 + F( ) u = u u - 2u 2PU u , (2) 
is constant in time. By incorporating this constant into the definition of F (in the zero-order 
term a) we can restrict ourselves to solutions with zero Hamiltonian, again without any loss of 
generality. In order to prevent needless repetition, we state here that all solutions are assumed 
to satisfy H = 0. 
Equation ( 1) has a constant solution u = a if and only if F' (ex) = 0. If b ~ ±, then F has 
only one well, and the only bounded solutions are constants. 
Theorem 1 (Single-well case). If b ~ ± and p ~ 0, then equation (I) has no bounded 
solutions other than (possibly) the unique constant solution. 
Note that for b = ± the function F has two stationary points: F'(O) = F'(2) = 0, and 
therefore there are two stationary solutions. However, since F(O) f. F(2), these occur for 
different values of a, so that the constant solutions are indeed unique (as stated in theorem 1) 
under the condition H = 0. 
More interesting are the double-well potentials. In figure I we depict eight different 
classes of functions F, where the distinction is made on the basis of the distribution of signs 
and zeros of F, and their position with respect to the wells. When one well is at level zero, as 
in cases (b) and (f), we assume for definiteness that this is the well at u = 0. 
In the theorem below, the main result of this paper, we state uniqueness and non-existence 
results for bounded solutions. These hold for values of p in intervals of the type (-oo, p] 
w 
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) ( f) 
(g) (h) 
Figure 1. Eight different cases for F, classified by the character of the roots: (a) no zeros; (b) one 
double zero; (c) two double zeros; (d) two single zeros, case 1; (e) two single zeros, case 2; (f} two 
single, one double, case I ; (g) two single, one double, case 2; (h) four single zeros. 
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or (-oo, jj), where -oo < j) :::;; 0 is determined by the function F. It is of course possible 
to specify these limits exactly in terms of the values of a and b, but here we only do that in 
isolated cases. 
Theorem 2 (Double-well case). (i) Jn cases (a) and (d) there are no bounded solutions.for 
any p :::;; p1, Pi :::;; 0. 
(ii) In case (b) the only bounded solution for p :::;; p2, p2 > -2, is the stational}' solution 
u = 0. 
(iii) In case ( c) the only bounded solutions.for p ( -2 are the constants u = 0 and 3 and two 
heteroc!inic solutions connecting 0 and 3. 
(iv) Jn case ( e) there are no bounded solutions.for any p ~ 0. 
(v) In case (f) the onf.v bounded solutions.for p:::;; p3, p 3 :::;; -2, are the stationary solution 
u = 0 and a unique homoclinic orbit (homoclinic to zero). 
(vi) In case (g) the only bounded solutionjiJr p ( 0 is the unique stationary solution. 
(vii) In case (h) the only bounded solution/or p ( p4, p4 ( -2, is a unique periodic orbit. 
Remark 1. Some of the bounds on p given above are sharp. For p > -2 (but not too large) 
in case (f) there exists a large collection of homoclinic orbits [4, 5). In case (c), corresponding 
to the extended Fisher-Kolmogorov equation with equal wells, there are many heteroclinic 
connections for p > - 2 [8-1 O], as well as periodic solutions [ 12] and non-periodic bounded 
solutions [I I]. In case (b) homoclinic orbits have been found numerically (see [15, 16]) for 
values of p larger than -2. 
Remark 2. The fact that F is assumed to be an exact quartic is not essential to most of 
the proof; however. it simplifies many of the arguments by creating a phase plane of simple 
geometry. For instance, the fact that regions C and C± are strictly convex is used a number 
of times. As another example, the fact that p2 > -2 is the result of an explicit calculation 
for this function: for a different nonlinearity the result may also be different. In section 8 we 
discuss a generalization of these results to a different potential function. 
Theorem I is proved in section 3; the subsequent sections discuss the proof of theorem 2. 
2. Example: homodinic orbits for a restiffening strut 
In the context of structural mechanics, equation (I) arises as a model for a thin elastic strut on 
a non linear elastic foundation. Such struts are known experimentally to buckle in a localized 
fashion when loaded axially (in this model the parameter p represents the axial load). These 
localized profiles correspond to solutions of (I) that converge to zero at plus and minus infinity, 
i.e. homoclinic orbits. An interesting class of solutions of (1) is found as minimizers of the 
elastic strain energy 
~I uu2 +I F(u) 
under the condition of fixed total shortening of the strut, 
I J 12 2 u = A.. 
For a description of the derivation of this model, see [ 17-19]. 
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The function F' models the stress-strain relationship of the foundation. where F' (u) is the 
stress associated with a strain u. The localization property, which con-esponds to the existence 
of homoclinic solutions of this minimization problem, is related to the decrease of F" as u 
increases from zero: the foundation loses stiffness as u increases. It is relatively easy to verify 
that with a non linearity F such that F" increases as lu I moves away from zero there are no 
homoc!inic energy minimizerst. 
Recently. interest has turned to foundations that have a destiffening character for small 
u. but restiffen as u becomes large. The function F with b > 0 (cases (f), (c) and (b)) is an 
example of such a foundation. The character of the homoclinic solutions is fundamentally 
different in the cases 0 ~ h < ~(case (f)) and h > fy (case (b)). To illustrate this, consider the 
branch of primary solutions that bifurcates from p = 2 and continues for decreasing values 
of p (figure 2). For 0 ~ h < ~ this branch continues past p = -2 to p = -oo, being the 
unique hranch of solutions for p ( -2 by theorem 2, case (f). (Not all of the features of 
the behaviour of the branch for 0 ~ p < 2 have been proven rigorously, but there is ample 
numerical and asymptotic evidence to support the conjectures made above.) As h passes ~, 
and the right-hand well crosses the zero axis, the branch of solutions for p ~ -2 disappears 
through a widening of the profile or the solutions; numerical evidence suggests that the profile 
converges to two heteroclinic orbits, connected in a multi-bump fashion, and the techniques 
of this paper could be used to prove this conjecture. 
2.5 
15 
_ .. __ .. __.~------
' 
p 
Figure 2. As h passes ~, the curve bifurcating from p = 1 changes character (figure taken from 
1161) 
At the same time, the branch with -2 < p < 2 disconnects at p = -2 and performs an 
oscillatory movement, as shown in figure 2. The results of theorem 2 for this situation can best 
he viewed in figure 3. For a detailed discussion of this transition, as well as other examples of 
systems in which such phenomena occur, see [ 15, 16 J. 
'I' This can he verified hy taking a sequence of functions of the form u11 (r) = A11 17(1 / n) sin t, where I) is a fixed cut-off 
function (e.g. 11(.1·) = exp(--x 2 )) and A,, is chosen Lo satisfy the constraint (3 ). For such a se4ucnce the strain energy 
converges to 2A, while hy Fourier analysis it can he shown that for every non-zero 11 E H 2 0P!.J, 
I J ,,2 I J ' J 12 2 ll + 2 u- > u . 
Since F" ? I and therefore F(u) ? 1.1 2 /2, this implies that the sc4ucnce u,, converges to a strain energy level which 
is lower than that of cwry admissihle fixed profile u. 






2/9 -+ (c) 
J (f) 
p 
Figure 3. Graphical interpretation of I part of) theorem 2. 
3. Preliminary lemmas and a priori bounds 
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The following simple lemma has been proved many times; see for instance !20J or [13]. 
Lemma 3. Let u be a solution lif (I). ff' u is monotonic and bounded .fi)/· t ? 0, then the 
constant llcx:. = limH:x; u(t) is a solution tif'( l ). 
An important tool in this paper is the following a priori bound. which appears in [ 13] and 
generalizes a result from [ 11 ]. Define l as the smallest closed interval such that the equation 
F(u) = s 
has exactly two solutions for alls E f(~\/) (see figure 4). 
II 
-
Figure 4. The function F anJ the interval /. 
Lemma 4. Let p :::;; 0 and let u be a non-constant solution (~/' ( 1) sati.~f)·ing H (u) = 0. f{ u is 
bounded 011 ~.then u(~) C I. 
The proof of theorem I is a direct consequence of lemma 4, since for a one-well potential 
F we have I = (0}. 
In the double-well case, there is a unique ii at which F has a local maximum. A direct 
consequence of theorem I is 
Corollary 5. Let u be a non-constant solution and set R 
neighbourhood <!f ii. 
u (IR). Then R contains a 
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lf this were not the case, one could change the function F outside of R and create a 
single-well potential; thus the existence of the solution u would contradict theorem I. 
By this corollary, if u is a non-constant solution, then either 
(i) u is monotonic; this implies the existence of two equilibria, and that u is a heteroclinic 
orbit connecting the two; or 
(iil u has local maxima above ii and/or local minima below ii. These we call 'high' maxima 
and 'low' minima, and will serve in the sections below. 
Case (e) in theorem 2 follows readily from this remark. There are no equilibria; therefore 
if u is a solution, then it has a high local maximum. Let this maximum be attained at t = O; 
from (2) we have F(u(O)J = u''2 /2 ::::,: 0. By the fom1 of F this implies that u(O) r:J I, a 
contradiction. 
4. Case (c) 
Besides proving theorem 2 for case (c), we give in this section a brief description of the 
monotonicity property enjoyed by solutions of (I). For the uniqueness and non-existence 
results that we prove, only a small subset of the available techniques is necessary; the reader 
can lind examples of complete treatments within this framework in 12-4 J. 
We draw the (u, u11 )-plane for case (c) (figure 5). Although this is a two-dimensional 
projection of the four-dimensional state space, we will call it the 'phase plane' because of 
the similarity of the methods employed here to phase plane analysis for two-dimensional 
autonomous OD Es. From the point of view of Hamiltonian systems one might also describe 
this plane as the 'conliguration space'. i.e. the space of the generalized positional (as opposed 
to moment) coordinates. Note that in case (c), where b = ~, the function F and equation ( l) 
are invariant under the reflection u H- 3 - u. 
The choice of the variables u and u" stems from the Hamiltonian condition ff = 0, which 
can be written as 
'( Ill I ') v II I ,,2 F u u + 21m = (11,u):= 2u - (u). (4) 
u 
v < 0 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5. (a) The phase plane u. 11", with the set i V = 0): (/J) an orbit with zero velocity leaves 
the set { V = 0) in the direction indicated hy the arrows (drawn here for p < -2). 
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If V = 0, then either u' = 0 or u'" = - pu' /2. Therefore. if an orbit intersects the set { V = O} 
at t = to, there are two possibilities: either 
(i) ~he .velocity (u'. u'") is non-zero, and the direction of the orbit (given by the ratio 11 "' ju') 
is either oo (vertical) or -p/2; or. 
(ii) u' = u"' = 0, and u is symmetric about to. This point is then called a turning point. In 
the phase plane the orbit returns along the same way as it anived. 
!fan orb.it is ~ta turning point on { V = 0), then the direction of the orbit (both in positive and 
m neg~tlve .time, since the two orbits coincide) is fixed by the equation. Figure 5(b) shows 
t~ese ?irect_1ons as arrows. We call 'magic points', marked with y and 8, the points where the 
d1rect1on of the arrows changes side. 
The sign of V also implies a form of monotonicity. ff V < 0. then by equation (4) the 
velocity (u', u'") lies in a double cone as indicated by the shaded area below. 
u'" + pu'/2 = 0 
v < 0: v > 0: 
As long as V remains stiictly positive, the velocity cannot change from one cone to the 
other. Consequently, if D is a bounded component of the set { V < O}, then an orbit with 
(u, u") E D at t = to must converge to ilD in both positive and negative time. Similar 
statements hold for the set { V > O}. 
To prove theorem 2 for case (c), consider a non-constant solution 11, and let u attain a high 
maximum at t = 0, so that u(O) ~ii, u'(O) = 0, and u"(O) ~ 0. This implies that the orbit is 
at a point on the curve r in figure 6. The shaded vertical line on the left of this figure is the left 
boundary of I; a bounded solution cannot pass this line. If the orbit has zero velocity on r. 
then it enters the set A (see the arrows in figure 5(b)); if it has non-zero velocity, then it enters 
A either in positive or in negative time. In both cases the monotonicity cone property implies 
that the orbit remains in A and, since it is bounded. eventually leaves I. This is a contradiction. 
Note that the hypothesis p ~ -2 is essential to this argument: asp crosses the value -2, 
the 'magic point' marked 8 in figure 5(b) crosses the intersection at u = 3. Therefore orbits 
with zero velocity on the curve between 8 and the intersection point enter the inner region 
{ V < 0} instead of A. Here the argument given above breaks down (and, in fact. theorem 2 
does not hold for this case [I I, 12]). 
The argument above proves that an orbit has no high maximum, and similarly by the 
symmetry F (u) = F (3 - u) we conclude that it has no low minimum either. This implies that 
it is monotonic. and therefore a heteroclinic orbit connecting the two equilibria, 0 and 3. For 
the uniqueness of this heteroclinic orbit we refer to [ 13]. 
This concludes the proof of case (c) of theorem 2. 
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Figure 6. The left boundary of A is given by the direction of the cone (11'" /u' = ·-p/2). The 
direction of this cone implies that all bounded orbits passing through r leave I. 
5. Cases (b) and (f) 
For cases (b) and (f) we shall prove theorem 2 in several steps. The first consists of the 
following lemma; other parts of the proof for these cases follow in sections 6 and 7. 
Lemma 6. In cases (b) and (f) for p :'( -2, a bounded non-constant solution has no local 
minima. 
Proof. Lemma 6 uses the same idea as the previous section; both cases (b) and (f) are similar 
to case (c) in the left half of the phase plane (figure 7). We will discuss the proof only for (b), 
since the argument is nearly identical for (f). 
Suppose that a non-constant solution u attains a low local minimum at t = 0. Following 
the argument used in the previous section we conclude that the orbit intersects the line marked 
by r in figure 8, and enters the set A (if necessary after inverting time). The boundedness of 
the orbit implies that it leaves the set J, which is a contradiction. D 
6. Cases (a), (b) and (d) 
The common aspect of these three cases lies in the right half of the phase plane (see figure 9). 
Case (b) Case (f) 
Figure 7. The phase planes in cases (b) and (f). 
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Figure 8. 
Lemma 7. Jn cases (a), (b) and (d) there exists q1 ~ 0, such that for p ~ q 1 a bounded 
non-constant solution has no high local maxima. Jn case (a) a bounded non-constant solution 
has no low local 1ninima either. 
Proof. We discuss case (b) first, and subsequently return to the other two cases. 
Consider the curve r in figure I 0. If this curve is considered as the graph of a function, 
u" = g(u), then the derivative g 1 is bounded from above by a constant (say) M. Setting 
CJ1 = -2M, it follows that for p <qi the tangent tor nowhere has the direction -p/2, and 
therefore there are no magic points (see section 4) on r. This implies that orbits starting with 
zero velocity on r enter the set A. 
If p = q1, then there is exactly one point on r where the cone and rare tangent. By a 
continuity argument it follows that orbits starting from that point also enter A. 
Repeating the argument from previous lemmas, we find that the existence of a high local 
maximum implies that the orbit enters A from r, in positive or negative time, which in turn 
leads to a contradiction. This proves the lemma for case (b); the argument for case (d) is 
similar. 
In case (a) this argument can be applied twice, both to a high maximum and to a low 
minimum. In general the ensuing values of q 1 will be different. D 
ln these three cases we can now conclude the proof of theorem 2. For case (a), we note 
that there are no equilibria, and that therefore any bounded solution has high maxima and local 
Case (a) Case (b) Case (d) 
Figure 9. The phase planes in cases (a), (b) and (d). 
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Figure 10. 
minima. This contradicts lemma 7. For case (d), since there are no equilibria, there must be a 
high local maximum; by lemma 7 this contradicts the boundedness of the solution. 
For case (b ), lemmas 6 and 7 give the non-existence of non-constant solutions, for values 
of pin the combined range (-oo, -2] U (-oo, qi). To complete the statement of theorem 2 
we need to show that qi > -2. 
Lemma 8. For all~ > b > ~we have qi > -2. 
Proof. As in the proof of lemma 7 we let M denote the maximum of g' on the curve r; we 
need to prove that M < 1 for all b > ~ . 
Let u i = ( 1 + ,/f=4b) /2b be the location of the second well. Since g is decreasing for 
u > u i. we only need to concentrate on ii < u < u i. Note that F" (u i) = u 1 - 2 < 1. We 
write Fin the form 
F(u)- F(ui) = ~F"(ui)(u -ui)2 +h(u), 
where 
Note that h(u) < 0 and h"(u) < 0 for ii < u < u 1• We also detine 
FA F i // , (u) = (ui) + 2F (ui)(u - ui)- = F(u) -h(u). 
Let g'(u) be maximal in u =ii. There is a uniquely defined ii such that F'(u) = F'(u); 
since h" < 0 it follows that ui > ii > ii, and it is straightforward to show that F(u) < F(ii). 
We then have 
, _ F'(ii) F'(ii) F"(ui)(ii - ui) ~(u)= < = <JF11 (u1). 
' j2F(ii) J2hii> j2F(ui) + F"(u 1)(ii - ui)2 
Since F"(11 i) < 1 for~ < h < I, the result is proved. 0 
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7. Cases (t) and (h) 
The uniting characteristic of these two cases is again a half of the phase plane (figure 11 ). 
We define the closed convex set C as in the figures. The work of Hofer and Toland [2], as 
well as many others, shows the existence of an even homoclinic orbit for p ~ --2 in case (t), 
and of a periodic orbit for p ~ 0 in case (h). Both do not leave the set C. Note that the set C 
is strict! y convex for this function F. 
In [5] it was proved for h = 0 that any homoclinic orbit with p ~ -2 is even. Here we 
generalize this result to b > 0, and to more general bounded orbits. The result in [5] is based 
on a monotonicity argument that requires the function F'(u) - u to be non-increasing. For 
h = 0 this is the case for all u ~ O; for positive b. u is restricted to the set W = [O, 2/3b ]. 
Lemma 9. Let p ~ - 2 and let u be a hounded solution of' (I) such that the range of u is a 
subset l~f' W. Then u is even about any maximum or minin1wn. 
Case (f) Case (h) 
Figure 11. The phase planes in cases (f) and th). 
Proof. Let A. E (0, I] satisfy A.+ A. -I = -p. Let u have a maximum at t = 0. If u'"(O) = 0, 
then u is even about zero, and the proof is complete. Suppose. to force a contradiction, that 
u"'(O) > O (the case u"'(O) < 0 follows by reflection). Set v(x) = u(-x); then we have 
u(O) = v(()), u'(O) = v'(O), 
(u" - A.u)(O) = (v" - ).v)(O). (u"' - ).1/)(0) > (v"' - >cv')(O). 
There exists a cr > O such that z. = 11 - v > 0 on (0, a). Set w = u" - v" - ).(u - v). We 
then have 
w(O) = 0, u1 1(0J > 0, 
and 
w" - Jc- 1w = -(F'(u) - u) + F'(v) - v > 0 
so that w > 0 on (0, cr). This implies that 
z." - Jez.> 0 on (0, a). 
on (0. a). 
(5) 
so that z. (er) > O; consequently::: > O on (0. a], and by reasoning by contradicti?n we find t_hat 
we can take a = oo. Going back to (5) we find that z.(t)-> oo as t -> cx.J, which contradicts 
the boundedness of 11 and v. D 
We shall show, starting with the lemma below. that in fact no bounded solution can leave 
the set C. 
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Lemma 10. In cases (f) and ( h) there exists q2 < 0 such that jiH p ::::; q2 a bounded solution 
cannot have a high local maximum outside C. In case (h) the same holds for a low local 
minimum. 
Proof. Consider the phase plane of case (f), in figure 12. Let u have a high local maximum 
outside C, that therefore lies on the curve r 1• There exists a q2 < 0 such that any half-line 
starting on r I and extending in the direction (- l, CJ2/2l leaves I before intersecting r2-
For p ~ q2 the same is true for any orbit that enters A from r 1• Using the same arguments 
as before, and noting that orbits with zero velocity that start on r 1 enter A, this implies a 
contradiction. D 
Lemma 11. In cases(/) and (h).for p ~ -2, if an orbit has a local maximum on iJC, then the 
orbit is even ubout the maximum and lies within Cfor all time. In case (h) the same i.1· truej(Jr 
a focal minimum. 
Proof. In case ( f) the orbit has no low local minima by lemma 6. so that u (t J -+ 0 as t -+ ±oc 
and u is monotonic whenever u ~ u. Since C C [O, 3] c [O, 2/3/J] we therefore have 
11 (!R) c W so that the orbit is even by lemma 9. 
We identify on iJC three (open) sections f1, f2 and r_1, and the two 'magic points' et and 
fi (tigure l3(a)). We concentrate on the maximum of the orbit, which lies on r 2 U r 3 U {fi}, 
and leaves iJC with zero velocity since the orbit is even. Note that an orbit starting in et has a 
local minimum and therefore is not a candidate. 
(a) (h) 
Figure 13. The arrows in (a) indicate the direction of orbits that start with zero velocity on iJC. 
The direction of orbits starting in a and f3 follows from a continuity argument. 
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Figure 14. 
If the orbit starts on r 2, then it remains inside the cone shown in figure 13(b) and can 
only exit C through r 1 or r 3. Figure 14 shows how both of these alternatives lead to a non-
monotonic orbit; exit via r 1 yields a local minimum on r 1, and exit through r 3 implies that 
the orbit cannot tend to zero without u taking negative values. Therefore this case leads to a 
contradiction. 
If the orbit starts on r 3 U {.B}, then the non-monotonicity mentioned above again applies, 
leading to a contradiction. 
A similar argument applies to case (h). D 
We now conclude the proof of theorem 2 for the remaining cases. For case (f), by 
lemmas 10 and 11, for p ~ min{q2 , -2) a bounded orbit is even, remains inside C, and 
is homoclinic to zero. The uniqueness for orbits of this type is proven in [3]. 
In case (h) a bounded orbit is also even and remains inside C, and by slightly adapting the 
uniqueness proof of [3] these orbits can also be shown to be unique. 
Case (g) is a special example of case (h), one in which the set C is reduced to one point. 
This point is the unique stationary point, and by the uniqueness for case (h) the unique bounded 
solution. This concludes the proof of theorem 2. D 
8. Generalizations 
As an example of a possible generalization of theorem 2 we consider here equation (1) with 
nonlinearity F (u) = a + u2 /2 - u4 / 4 + bu6 /6 (figure 15). This nonlinearity is interesting in 
the context of structural mechanics and structural geology (see section 2 and [16]) because of 
the symmetry around zero. In this application the emphasis is on solutions that are homoclinic 
or heteroclinic, so we only consider a = 0. As before, the Hamiltonian is always assumed to 
be zero. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 15. The nonlinearity F(u) =a+ u2 /2 - u4 /4 + bu6 /6. (a) 0 < b < -fg; (b) b > -fg. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 16. As b passes the value -(;; the convex regions C± open up. (a) 0 < h < ~: (b) b > ft. 
Fixing o = 0, the phase plane contains two convex regions C ± for 0 < b < ts that 
open up ash passes Ji; (figure 16). This is analogous to the procession of cases (f)-(c)-(b) of 
figure I. 
Applying the same ideas as above we tind 
Theorem 12. (i) When 0 < h < t;. there are two solutions homoclinic to z.em for any 
p ::;;; -2; when p::;;; q1 ::;;; -2, these are unique in the class <!/'hounded solutions. 
(ii) When b = ft;. there are two heteroclinic solutions.for p (: -4. one connecting -2 and 
0 and one connecting 0 and 2 (and their mirror images under t r-+ -t ). The only other 
bounded solutions are the three equilibrium solutions. 
(iii) When b > ft; there is a q2 ~ -2 such that there are no hounded solutions for p :S; P2· 
Proof. The simplest case is h > t; (figure 17). Here the argument is very similar to that in 
section 6 for case (b): there is a number q2 ::;;; 0, given by the geometry of the curve r, such 
that if p ~ q2 then the monotonicity cone points inwards from any point on r. The rest of 
the argument is identical. The final statement is that there are no bounded orbits for p ~ l/'2. 
Note that in contrast to the case considered above we have q2 ::;;; -2 for all h > ft;, since the 
direction of r at the origin is (±I, ±I) T. When h = ft the phase plane is a variation on 
case (c) discussed above (figure 18). Any non-monotonic bounded solution either has a low 
local minimum (i.e. below il) or a high local maximum (i.e. above -ii). Concentrating on the 
high local maximum, and using the convexity of the regions Ct, the monotonicity cone points 
into A from any point on r. provided p ~ -4 (the value of -4 is related to the direction of 
r at (±2, 0) which is (±I, ±2)). Consequently, the only bounded orbits are those that are 
monotonic; these connect two equilibria, and by [2, 3] these exist for the connections -2 ++ 0 
and 0 - 2. These are unique within the class of orbits that remain inside C_ or C+. With 
similar arguments as above it follows that any bounded orbit must remain inside c_ UC+. 
Figure 17. 
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Figure 18. 
Figure 19. 
There is a theoretical possibility of a third connection, between -2 and 2, provided the orbit 
does not leave the set C _ U C+; this is excluded for p < -2 by the imposed directions of the 
orbit at the origin (since the orbit has to pass the origin with non-zero velocity, the direction 
u"' / u' is either infinity or - p /2; in both cases this is not possible for orbits remaining inside 
C_ UC+). 
For 0 < b < il; the results of [2, 3] give the existence of two homoclinic orbits for 
p ~ -2, again one in each of the regions C±, which are unique among solutions that remain 
inside C±. Lemma l 0 and its proof hold unchanged for this situation, so that there is a q, < 0 
such that for p :::;:; q 1 there are no bounded orbits with a maximum on r1 (see figure 19). For 
orbits having a high local maximum on r2 or r3 the argument is similar to that of lemma 11: 
such orbits are monotonic by lemma 9. and if an orbit leaves c_ UC+ then this monotonicity 
is violated. 0 
Remark 3. When b = !l;. the case of all wells having equal depth, the value p = -4 marks_ 
the passing of magic points through the two outer equilibria. Therefore, using the techniques ol 
[ 4 j one expects the appearance for p = _4+ of a large number of solutions that are homoclinic 
to ±3. Therefore the condition p :::;; -4 is sharp for the uniqueness result. 
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